
Mathematics and Statistics: Independent Learning Self-Assessment

This is an assessment of our major, not you, so please complete it anonymously. The results will not
be shared with your teacher until after grades are submitted. Indicate how well each of the following
statements describe your experience while completing this project by circling the correct response:

SA strongly agree; A agree; ?? neither agree nor disagree; D disagree; SD strongly disagree

Course Number: Semester: Year:

1. I found sources to read other than those provided or required by the instructor. SA A ?? D SD

2. When another student runs into an obstacle during a project like this, I can
suggest several distinct approaches/sources they could use to get help.

SA A ?? D SD

3. Most of the project’s content was shared with me by our faculty in courses or
as answers to questions.

SA A ?? D SD

4. I used an article database such as MathSci.net, or an article depository such as
arXiv.org, or visited the library to find appropriate sources.

SA A ?? D SD

5. I completed most of this project without learning anything on my own. SA A ?? D SD

6. While working on this project I read and learned material that was not neces-
sary to complete this project.

SA A ?? D SD

7. While researching I thought of other ideas or concepts I have (or will) explore
later.

SA A ?? D SD

8. I completed most of this project within one week of the deadline(s). SA A ?? D SD

9. I reviewed one or more sources (even if briefly) that I did not find useful in the
completed project.

SA A ?? D SD

10. I managed my time wisely and established deadlines or goals for myself that
were not given to me by my instructor.

SA A ?? D SD

11. I did the least work I thought I could get away with to earn the grade I de-
sired.

SA A ?? D SD

12. This, and other projects I have done during my courses, have made me better
at learning on my own.

SA A ?? D SD

13.My goal in this project was to earn a grade, not to learn. SA A ?? D SD

14. If I realized I was having difficulties on this project, I sought out information
sources other than UTM faculty.

SA A ?? D SD

15. This project clearly documents information that I have learned on my own. SA A ?? D SD

16. I responded to these questions honestly (instead of giving random answers or
what I think you want me to answer. . . ).

SA A ?? D SD

Comments? (Use the back if you need more space.) (Version Mar2016)
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  1. &	I found sources to read other than those provided or required by the instructor. & \choices \\
  2. &	When another student runs into an obstacle during a project like this, I can suggest several distinct approaches/sources they could use to get help. & \choices \\
  3. &	Most of the project's content was shared with me by our faculty in courses or as answers to questions. & \choices \\
  4. &	I used an article database such as MathSci.net, or an article depository such as arXiv.org, or visited the library to find appropriate sources. & \choices \\
  5. &	I completed most of this project without learning anything on my own. & \choices \\
  6. & 	While working on this project I read and learned material that was not necessary to complete this project. & \choices \\
  7. & 	While researching I thought of other ideas or concepts I have (or will) explore later. & \choices \\
  8. &	I completed most of this project within one week of the deadline(s). & \choices \\
  9. &	I reviewed one or more sources (even if briefly) that I did not find useful in the completed project. & \choices \\
 10. &	I managed my time wisely and established deadlines or goals for myself that were not given to me by my instructor. & \choices \\
 11. &	I did the least work I thought I could get away with to earn the grade I desired. & \choices \\
 12. &	This, and other projects I have done during my courses, have made me better at learning on my own. & \choices \\
 13. &	My goal in this project was to earn a grade, not to learn. & \choices \\
 14. &	If I realized I was having difficulties on this project, I sought out information sources other than UTM faculty. & \choices \\
 15. &	This project clearly documents information that I have learned on my own. & \choices \\
 16. &	I responded to these questions honestly (instead of giving random answers or what I think you want me to answer\ldots). & \choices \\
\end{tabular}
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